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Conditions are presented under which properly elliptic se ond-order boundary 
value problems are well posed on irregular plane domains. The coefficients can 
be discontinuous. The results include known results for coercive forms, and 
also reduce to known results on proper ellipticity when the coefficients and
domain are smooth. The main tool is an “inverse five-lemma” which relates 
the Neumann problem on a plane domain to a related modified Dirichlet 
problem. This inverse five-lemma can be used in a variety of settings. We
show how it can be used to translate results ofGrisvard on the index of Dirichlet 
operators inSobolev spacesH*(R) toresults onNeumann operators, and examine 
the implications forregularity. 
INTRODUCTION 
Consider first an example for a bounded plane domain Q, about which the 
only assumption made is that the embedding of the Sobolev space Hi(Q) in 
L&2) is compact. Suppose J is the sesquilinear fo m defined on H’(Q) x Hi(Q) 
by 
where ai, = us2 = 1 and ura = --Q - e , where 0 is a continuous function 
on D. We wish to know for which 0 this form corresponds to a well-posed 
boundary value problem in the weak sense that the associated operator 
A, : HI(Q) + P(Q)* is Fredholm. 
Two special cases are readily treated. On the one hand, if / Im e(x)/ < 1 
for all XE!?, then IJ[u,u]l >(l -max]ImBI) s jVu12 for all UEP(SZ), 
so A, is seen to be Fredholm on using the Lax-Milgram theorem. On the other 
hand, if 6’ and b.Q, the boundary of Sz, are smooth, it is seen that A, is Fredholm 
if and only if 0(x) # fi for all xE bQ, by applying the results onproper ellipticity 
due to Agmon, Douglis and Nirenberg, Browder, Schechter, Lions and Magenes, 
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and others. For, the differential and natural boundary operators a sociated with / 
are 
and 
a a 
B=n++ 
and B covers -4 if and only if e(x) + fi for all xE bQ. 
It is our aim to show that A, is Fredholm provided e(x) # &ti on bQ, without 
making any such smoothness assumptions. 
To see why ii are exceptional values for 8, consider the case when 0 z ii. 
Then 
. 
so all functions u atisfying 
on lR2 satisfy A,u = 0, whatever 52 is. 
Notice that 8 = fi precisely when (a,j) isa singular matrix. In Section 2 we 
show that, for two-dimensional regions Q, the covering condition always 
corresponds tothe condition that he matrix of coefficients(~,~(x))of the ass ciated 
sesquilinear fo m be nonsingular for all xE bQ. 
The central result of the paper is Theorem 7.3 in which general conditions 
are presented under which the Neumann problem is well posed in the weak 
sense. The conditions on the coefficients are rather involved, but are essentially 
proper ellipticity and the covering condition, coupled with a restriction on the 
size of the discontinuities. Th y can be simply stated when the coefficients are 
continuous, as is done in Theorem 7.4. These theorems are really a weak version 
of results on properly elliptic boundary value problems in the plane, though 
Theorem 7.3 also includes standard results oncoercive forms. 
The main tool used in treating the Neumann problem in the plane is an 
“inverse five-lemma” which relates itto the modified Dirichlet problem for a 
related operator. This inverse five-lemma can be used in a variety of settings. 
In the latter part of the paper we consider curvilinear polygons Q and show 
how the inverse five-lemma can be used to translate r sults on the Dirichlet 
problem in Sobolev spaces H”(O) to results onthe Neumann problem. We then 
do this to Grisvard’s results onthe index of the operator V2: EP+l(Q) n a(Q) + 
EPl(Q) for s 3 1 to find the index of (Vz, a/an): Hs+l(sZ) - EP1(Q) @ 
(0 H”-“‘(rj)) for a simple polygon Q with boundary segments ri . Clearly 
these techniques could be applied more generally. 
Applications f these results oquestions about regularity arebriefly discussed. 
Following that, a brief mention is made of a nonlinear version of the inverse 
five-lemma and its implications forquasi-linear problems. 
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Some more technical proofs, which would otherwise hamper the exposition, 
are deferred toan appendix. 
The material is divided into the following sections: 1.Notation and basic 
results. 2. Algebraic conditions. 3. Inverse five-lemma. 4 Sesquilinear forms. 
5. Domains satisfying the compactness property. 6. Dirichlet and modified 
Dirichlet problems. 7. Neumann problem. 8. Sobolev spaces on strongly 
Lipschitz domains. 9. Curvilinear polygons and boundary spaces. 10. Boundary 
value problems in Sobolev spaces on curvilinear polygons. 11. Regularity. 12. 
Quasi-linear operators. 13. Appendix. 
1. NOTATION AND BASIC RESULTS 
Throughout he paper, 52 denotes a bounded connected open subset of Rn 
with boundary bQ. The sesquilinear fo m J is defined by 
for u, e E W(G), where the complex-valued coefficients are always assumed to 
belong to L,(G). The summation convention isused throughout. The principal 
part of J is 
where 
=i= 
The differential operator 
with J are given by 
6 
t-1 axi and a = (qj). 
A and the boundary operator B formally associated 
and 
where y denotes restriction t  the boundary, and n = (ni) the outward unit 
normal. The reason for this is that 
I[% ~1 = (4 ~1 + jbD (Bu) %
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whenever the coefficients and boundary are smooth enough that Green’s 
theorem can be applied. Ifan elliptic operator and a normal boundary operator 
have smooth coefficients, and if bQ is smooth, then they can always be derived 
from a suitable J.See Theorem 2.6 for a precise statement for two-dimensional 
domains. 
The conditions on A of ellipticity and proper llipticity and he condition that B
cover A are defined as, for example, in [6,9]. The covering condition issometimes 
called the complementing or Shapiro-Lopatinskii cond tion. 
If n = 2, the tangent vector at points on bQ is defined by t = (-na , nr), 
and the matrix E by sir = l a2 = 0 and via = -ear = 1. Note that E* = --E 
l and ---a-b = (deta)- az. The form associated with J,, when relating the 
Neumann and Dirichlet problems using the inverse five-lemma is 
JO[u, v] = ((det a)-laTVu, VW) = (a-Wu, 67~). 
Linear topological spaces are defined over the complex field @. By the dual X* 
of such a space X, we always mean the set of continuous conjugate linear func- 
tionals onX. In particular, thedistribution spaces g(Q) and Y(W”) are taken 
to be g(Q) = Z%(Q)* and Y(!Rn) = Y(lFY)*, so the pairing between g’(Q) 
and g(Q), which is denoted (u, +), is linear in u but conjugate-linear in +. The 
spaces g(Q) = C,“(Q) and Y(lV) are defined as usual. We define the space 
+(Q) by 
WQ> = (4 la 14 E co”(~n)* sppt(V54 C Q). 
If Q is simply connected, then C’“(Q) = C,=(Q). The spaces C(a) = C”(Q, 
Cr@), C”J(a), and C=(jT) are defined as in [9]. In particular, COJ(a)denotes 
the space of Lipschitz-continuous functions on 0 and equals (u EL,(Q) j 
Vu E 0, L&2)}. Derivatives such as these are always taken in the distribution 
sense. Here 0, denotes the n-fold irect sum. 
The norm on L,(Q) is denoted 11 .I1 and the corresponding inner-product 
(., .). The norm on the Sobolev space HI(Q) = (u E L,(Q) 1Vu E 0, L,(Q)} is 
denoted 11 .II1 . By &r(Q) is meant the closure of C,=(Q) in p(Q) and by A’(Q), 
the closure of C;“(Q) in Hi(Q). Further, H-l(Q) = {u + C (au,/&,) E g’(Q) 1 u, 
ui E L,(Q)} is dual to al(Q) under the pairing induced by (u, 4) for all 4 E 
C,“(Q). More Sobolev spaces are introduced inSection 8. If $ E COJ@), the 
operator u -+ $24 is continuous inNl(SZ). 
The classes of domains JVJ and x0 are defined as in [9]. That is, Sz E 
A/t”2J(.A’-o) meansthat, for each point 3c Eb!2, coordinates can be chosen so that, 
for some CICJ(Co)-function f with domain an open subset Q’ of l&+-l, and some 
h > 0, x E {(x’,f(x’)) 1 x1 E Szl} C bJ2, {(xl, y)If(x’) < y <f(9) + A, x1 E Ql} C 
Q, and {(xl, y) /f(~~l) - A < y cf(xl), x1 E Q1} C [w” ND. We use Green’s 
theorem for domains in JVOJ as proved in [9]. 
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Operators T from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y are normally bounded 
and linear. The null-space or kernel of an operator T is denoted M(T) and its 
dimension is called the nullity ofT and denoted al(T). If T has closed range 
W(T), its codimension isdenoted /3(T) and called the deficiency of T. An operator 
is called semi-Fredholm (Fredholm) if9(T) is closed and at least one (both) of 
CY( T) and /3(T) is finite. The index of a semi-Fredholm operator isi(T) = CX( T) - 
/3(T). If T is semi-Fredholm and K is a compact operator from X to Y, then 
T + K is semi-Fredholm and i(T + K) = i(T). See [5] for proofs of these 
results and results ondual properties. 
If T is a bounded operator between Hilbert spaces, then T has a left (right) 
inverse if and only if S?(T) is closed and T is one-one (onto), and T has a left 
(right) inverse modulo compact operators ifand only if T is semi-Fredholm 
with finite nullity (deficiency). 
Linear operators between Banach spaces 
are said to be exact at 1’ if .4?(T) = J-(S). In particular T is onto (one-one) if 
and only if X ~TY-+O(O+X~TY)isexact. 
2. ALGEBRAIC CONDITIONS 
If a = (aij) is an II x n matrix, its numerical range W(a) and the set V(a) 
are defined by 
and 
VT;(a) = {(a& EJ 1 5 E R”, I 5 I = I)., 
where (<, q) = z cjijj and / < 1 = (?& <)‘r2. As is well known, the numerical 
range is a convex subset of C. The following results about V(a) and its relation- 
ship to W(a) are proved in [8]. Here as = (UC) = &(U<j -+ aj,), and co V(a) 
denotes the convex hull of V(a). 
THEOREM 2.1. If n = 2, then b-(a) is a (possibly degenerate) ellipse, andif 
n > 3, then T’(a) is a convex set. Moreover, W(as) = co V(as) = co V(a). 
DEFINITION. A matrix a is ekptic if 0 $ F’(a), properly elliptic if 0 I$ co V(a), 
and strongly elliptic if Re V(a) > 0. 
Note that ellipticity and proper ellipticity are equivalent ifn > 3. 
In order to relate this definition of proper ellipticity to hat used for second- 
order differential operators, the following theorem is needed. Its proof is given 
in the Appendix. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that a is elliptic. Then a is properly elliptic if and 
only sf, for all linearly independent 5 and q in R”, the quadratic equation in T, 
PCS, rl, T)=x a& + T?j)(5i + 7%) = 0, 
has exactly one root with positive imaginary part. 
DEFINITION. Let n be a unit vector in FP. Then a covers n if the form 
(a!$, S)is nondegenerate on all 2-dimensional linear subspaces containing .
If 11 = 2, then this is equivalent toa being a nonsingular matrix. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose a is elliptic and q is a unit vector in W. Then a 
covers 9 if and only if, for all 5 orthogonal to q, r(aq, ‘1) + (ag, ‘1) is not a factor 
of the quadratic polynomial p(& q, 7) dejked in Theorem 2.2. 
Proof. Since a is elliptic, (an, n) # 0. Now a fails to cover n if and only if, 
for some 5 orthogonal ton, 
(G S&w, q) = (a% rl)(arl, 9. 
This holds if and only if T(an, n) + (ag, n) is a factor of p(& 9, 7). 1 
We are now in a position tocompare our definitions forthe coefficients of 
bilinear forms with the usual definitions forthe associated differential and 
boundary operators, asgiven, for example, in [6, 91. Indeed, the following 
theorem is a straightforward consequence ofTheorems 2.2 and 2.3. The operators 
A and B were defined in Section 1. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose a(x) depends continuously on N ED. Then A is 
elliptic or properb elliptic if and only zf a(x) has the same property for all xE 0. 
If .c? E “N-J and A is properly elliptic, then B covers A if and only if a covers n 
at all points of bQ. <f n = 2, this holds if and only if a(x) is nonsingular fo all 
x E bL’. 
It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 that, if a is properly elliptic, 
then Re W($-las) > 0 for some 4 E @. We need a corresponding result for a(x). 
Its proof is given in the Appendix. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose a(x) depends continuously on xEG and is properly 
elliptic for each x ED. Then there xist 4 E C?(D) with 4(x) f 0 for all x, Bij = 
-q,, E Cm(w), and aii E C(o) with Re W((Y(X)) > 1 for all x, such that a = 
Ca + 0. 
To conclude this ection we show how to associate a form with a given pair 
of operators, provided the boundary and coefficients are sufficiently smooth. 
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THEOREM 2.6. Suppose I2 is a domain in W which belongs toNl*l, 
and 
?L~+H&+/3 (on bQ), 
where bij E C”*l@), bi and b EL,(Q), and 0 and J3 E Co~l(bL?). Then there xist 
functions q5, ai and aij E CO*l(fi) and 0~~ and a EL,(Q), such that A = LZZ and 
B = @8 are the operators a sociated with the sesquilinear formJ as defined in 
Section 1, and C(x) f 0 for all s. 
Proof. Extend 0 and /I to functions inCOJ(@. Choose functions aij and 
a, E COJ(w) such that as = bS throughout 8,and, on bQ, 
a 12 = 40 + n2{(bll - h2)nl + (b12 + k&J, 
a,, = -@ + nl{(b2, - bllh + (b12 + bdnlh 
and 
ai = #i, where q5 = n,bfjnj . 
Then define 
2 
al == __ (%l 
as, 
- b,,) + bl + a, , iyt = & (al;? - b12) + 4 + a2 , 
and a = b + i3ai/%xi , and define J as in Section 1. The verification that the 
operators A and B are associated with J as in Section 1is straightforward. a 
3. INVERSE FIVE-LEMMA 
Relationships between Dirichlet and Neumann problems in the plane will be 
established using the following result which will be called the inverse five-lemma. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose bounded linear maps are defined between Hilbert spaces 
as shown in the diagram below, where the two rows are exact, C is inwertible, and 
the two squares commute. Then Co is semi-Fredholm if and only if C, is, and they 
have the same nullity, deficiency, and index. 
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The proof is deferred to later in this ection. IfCs is an isomorphism, itis 
easily seen that C’s is an isomorphism, and an inverse can be found as in the 
proof of Theorem 12.1. However, rather than generalizing this construction 
to prove the theorem it is easier to apply the five-lemma for operators proved by 
Pryde in [lo]. Pryde has used this five-lemma to great effect in his work on 
elliptic m xed boundary value problems, and has amply demonstrated its use in 
transforming results from one setting to another. Our next theorem is an 
immediate consequence of the results in[lo] which is sufficient forour purposes 
in this and later sections. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose bounded linear maps are defined between Hilbert spaces 
as shown in the diagram below, here the two rows are exact and Qz is Fredholm, 
Then IQ0 is semi-Fredholm if and only if Ql is semi-Fredholm. Moreover, if 0, is an 
~omorphism, then a(QJ = 4Q1), P(QJ = B(Q1), and i(Qo> = i(QJ. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Consider the following two commuting diagrams. 
The operators inthe bottom rows are the natural inclusions and projections. 
By Theorem 3.2 we see that C,, is semi-Fredholm if and only if (TIC, S,) is, 
while C’s is semi-Fredholm if and only if ( TI , S,C-1) is. Now (TIC, S,) = 
(Tr , SsC1)C, so C, is semi-Fredholm ifand only if C’s is. Moreover the nullity, 
deficiency, andindex are preserved at every step of the proof. 1 
We prove now a corollary toTheorem 3.2 which will be used in Section 9. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose X, Y, and Z are Hilbert spaces, A is a bounded 
operator from X onto Y, and B is boundedfrom X to Z. Then (A, B): X -+ Y @ Z 
is semi-Fredholm ;f and only if B: x(4) -+ Z is semi-Fredholm, and has the same 
nullity, deficiency, and index. 
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Proof. Apply Theorem 3.2 to the following diagram, where the operators 
in the bottom row are the natural inclusion a d projection. 
See Pryde [lo] for comments on the role of this result inthe study of boundary 
value problems. 
Remark. The above theorems are valid for Banach spaces provided it is 
assumed that he various operators have pseudoinverses. The results onoperators 
being semi-Fredholm still hold if the sequences are only exact “modulo finite 
dimensions,” and inequalities involving the nullities anddeficiences follow from 
the results in[IO]. Some equalities involving indexes can be deduced in this 
case too. 
4. SESQUILINEAR FORMS 
Results on weak solutions of boundary value problems are best stated in terms 
of sesquilinear fo ms. The following terminology will be used. If X and Y are 
Banach spaces and J: X x I’ - C is a bounded sesquilinear fo m, the operator 
A, associated with J is the map from X to Y* defined by J[u, U] = (.4,u, v). 
We shall call JFredholm or semi-Fredholm, according as A, is, and let a(J) = 
or(A,), /3(J) = b(A,), and i(J) = i(A,). If A, is an isomorphism, J is called 
regular. A form K on X x Y is called compact if -4, is a compact map. We will 
need the following results. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose X and Y are Banach spaces, JIand K are bounded 
sesquilinear forms on X x Y with JI semi-Fredholm andK compact, and @ is a 
automorphism onX. Then the form J dejned by J[u, v] = J,[@u, v] + K[u, v] 
is semi-Fredholm n X x Y, and has the same index as J1 . 
Proof. i(J) = i(A,) = i(A,I@ + AK) = i(AJ1) == i( J1). 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose X and Y are Banach spaces continuously embedded 
in two other Banach spaces X,, and Y,, and that one of the embeddings i compact. 
If K, is a bounded sesquilinear formon X,, x El’, , then the restriction K fK, to 
X X Y is compact. 
Proof. If j, and j, denote the respective embeddings then 
50513413-3 
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COROLLARY. If X, I -, X0 , and Y,, are giwen as in Theorem 4.2 with one of the 
embeddings compact, and K is a sesquilinear form on X x Y which satisJies 
1 K[u, w][ < Cl/ u l/JcO (Iv /IV0 for all (u, v) E X x Y and some constant C, then 
K is compact. 
Proof. Let X and P denote the closures of X and Y in X0 and Y,, , respectively, 
and let K be the unique bounded extension of K to 1 x 7. Now apply Theorem 
4.2 with X0 , lro ,
-- 
and K,, replaced by X, Y, and if. a 
5. DOMAINS SATISFYING THE COMPACTNESS PROPERTY 
The bounded domain Q satisfies the compactness property if the embedding 
of p(Q) in L.&Q) is compact. Note that the embedding of E@(Q) in L,(Q) is 
compact for every bounded domain 52. 
If Q E x0 (as defined in Section l), then Q satisfies the compactness property 
[9, p. 1081. However the compactness property is much less restrictive than the 
property of belonging to M”. In particular, a domain satisfying the compactness 
property may have infinitely many holes. For example, if Q = G’, u Sz, , where 
and 
Ql = {(Xl 9 x2) E R2 I - 1 < x1 < 1) - 1 < .‘cz < 0) 
Q, = ((.1c1 , x2) EIw” 1-1 < x1 < I, x1 sin(xy’) < x2 < I}, 
then Q has infinitely many holes. Since ~, and 52, are in No, they satisfy the 
compactness property, and so then does Q. For it is easily verified that the 
compactness property is preserved by finite unions. 
We shall need the following result of Deny and Lions [I, Theorem 10.71. 
THEOREM 5.1. If Q is a bounded domain satisfying the compactness property, 
then 
IF&?) = Iu E B’(Q) 1 -j$- E&(Q), i = 1, 2 ,..., n/. 
THEOREM 5.2. If either Q satisfies the compactness property and X is a closed 
linear subspace of W(Q)/@, or X = @(Q), then V(X) is closed in &L,(Q). So 
1) Vu 1) is equivalent to the induced norm on X. 
Proof. Let X, be a closed linear subspace of H’(Q) such that X = X,/X, r\ @. 
Let j denote the compact embedding of X1 in L,(Q). The map (j, V): X1 --f 
@n+lL,(Q) is, by the definition of Hi(Q), one-one with closed range. Now 
(j, V) = (j, 0) + (0, V), and (j, 0) is compact, so (0, 0) is semi-Fredholm. 
The result follows. 1 
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We now restrict our attention ton = 2 and characterize th orthogonal 
complement of V(EP(Q)) in L,(Q) @La(D). The matrix Eand the spaces C-(Q) 
and p(Q) were defined in Section 1. 
THEOREM 5.3. If Q satisjes the compactness property, then 
I&2) @L,(Q) = v(rr(a)) @ eV(sT’(Q)). 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.2 and the fact hat Eis an isomorphism in 
L,(Q) @L,(Q) that V(Hi(S2)) and cV(@(Q)) are closed. We now show that hey 
are orthogonal. Suppose u E 2X1(Q) and 4 E C”(Q). Let Q* be a region satisfying 
sppt(V$) C Q* C Q for which Green’s theorem holds and whose boundary is a 
finite union of simple closed curves ys . The function 4 has a constant value, 
say q&, on each curve yk . So 
It remains to be shown that if w 1 V(P(Q)) 0 eV(Al(Q)), then w = 0. 
Such a w is, in particular, o thogonal toV(C,,~(Q)) and EV(C,~(Q)), and hence 
satisfies the distribution equations awl/& + iiwalax, = 0 and awi/axa -
Zw,/ax, = 0. These are the Cauchy-Riemann equations for (wp , wi), which 
form a hypoelliptic system, so w1 , w, E P(Q). We prove next that w = Vu 
for some u E C=(Q). To do this it suffices to prove that, if y is a simple closed 
curve in Q, then sY w . ds = 0. Let 6 be a second such curve which is homotopic 
in Q to y and lies outside it, and let 4 E C”(Q) satisfy 4 = 1 on y, 4 = 0 on 6, 
and sppt(V$) C Q*, the open region between y and 6. Then 4 E@(Q), so 
s a+ @ R' w1 ax, - ws - = - ax, s a+ a4 0 eL'1- - wq __ = 52 %x2 - ax, (as w _L E V(fW4)), 
and consequently 
2) +i$w.ds-j-jw.ds =O. 
Now (%wi/ilx,) - (awe/kkl) = 0, 4 = 0 on 6, and 4 = 1 on y. So 
r w .ds = 0. -Y 
Hence w = Vu for some ZJ E C?(Q). By Theorem 5.1, uE Hi(Q), and conse- 
quently w E V(EP(sZ)). But w 1 V(EP(Q)), so we conclude that w = 0 as was 
to be shown. 1 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of this one. By V is 
meant the restriction of V to I?ri(Q). 
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THEOREM 5.4. If fi satisfies thecompactness property, then the folh&ng 
sequences are exact. 
0 + Hl(.n)/c J- L,(Q) @L*(Q) r”E*, Al(n)* -- 0, 
0 -- Al(Q) % L,(Q) @L&2) -% (Hi(Q), C)” 4 0. 
If Q is simply connected, then &i(Q) = &l(Q) and its dual is H-‘(Q), so the 
first sequence becomes 
@ - Hi(Q) -L L&2) @L&Q) -=c W1(Q) --+ 0, 
where d is the exterior derivative. It is well known that this is exact under 
additional ssumptions on 52. 
We conclude this ection with some results onsesquilinear fo ms. 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose that either Q satisfies the compactness property and X 
is a closed linear subspace of Hi(Q), or that X = E@(sZ). Suppose a, ai EL,(Q) 
and Bij = -Oji E C”J(a) and sesquilinear forms are dejned by 
Kl[u, w] = j auF, KJu, w] = j aj $ Z: 
K3[u, 711= ja$ and 
Then 
(i) Kl , K, , and K3 are compact on X x X, and 
(ii) if X C l?l(Q), then K is compact on X x X. 
Proof. (i) The forms Kl , K2, and K3 are bounded on L,(O) x L.&Q), 
X x L-s(Q), and L,(Q) x X, respectively. The result is a consequence of 
Theorem 4.2. 
(ii) If u E Cm(Q) and v E H’(Q), then 
K[u, ~1 = j eij $ g = -J -aeij au - 5, 
axj axj 
by Green’s theorem. As K is bounded on Al(Q) x HI(Q), this equality holds 
there too. So, if (u, w) EAT x Hi(Q), and C = sup 1 8,,/3xi I,
The result follows on applying the corollary ofTheorem 4.2. 1 
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It is precisely because K is not compact on H1(Q) x P(Q) that he proof of 
Theorem 7.3 on the Neumann problem is so much more involved than the 
proof of Theorem 6.3 on the Dirichlet problem. 
6. DIRICHLET AND MODIFIED DIRICHLET PROBLEMS 
\Ve now prove results on weak solutions for properly elliptic Dirichlet 
problems. Indeed, we show that certain sequilinear forms are Fredholm on 
pi(Q) x #(sZ). In the next section, we shall also need such results for the 
modified Dirichlet problem, or, in other words, for forms on Bl(sZ) x @(a). 
If Q has finitely many holes then these problems are equivalent, for then &l(Q) 
has finite codimension in fii(sZ). Forgeneral domains they are not equivalent, 
though similar techniques can be used in Al(Q) as in A’(Q). 
The forms J and J,, were defined in Section I, and W(a) in Section 2. The 
nest theorem is well known. 
THEORE~I 6. I. Suppose that either Q satisjies thecompactness property and 
that X is a closed linear subspace ofW(Q)/@, or that X = l%(Q). If aij EL,(Q) 
and Re W(a(x)) 3 K > 0 (a.e.) then Jo is regular onX x X. 
Proof. If u E X, 
Re /s[u, ~1 = Rc j aij * z 
Ex; %Si 
3 K II -vu yf. 
The result follows on applying Theorem 5.2 and the Lax-Milgram theorem. 
See, for example, [9]. 1 
The condition that Re W(a(x)) > K is too strong for our purposes. It can 
be liberalized as follows for the modified Dirichlet problem. 
THEOREM 6.2. If 52 satisfies thecompactness property, and a = a + 8, where 
OLfj EL,(O), eij = -eji E C(O), and Re W(a(x)) > K > 0 (a.e.), then J0 is 
Fredholm of index zero on J%(Q) x Al(Q). 
Proof. A matrix-valued function a satisfying theconditions ofthe theorem 
is easily seen to satisfy the same conditions with Bij = --Bji E C”*l(o). Under 
these conditions, theresult follows on applying Theorems 5S(ii) and 4.1. g 
For the Dirichlet problem itself the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 6.3. If a = 4a + 8, where aij EL,(Q), Bij = --Bji E C(a), + and 
I/4 E C(o), and Re W(a(x)) > K > 0 (a.e.), then the form J is Fredholm of index 
zero on &l(Q) X &(Q). 
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PYOO~. As in the proof of Theorem 6.2, it suffices to consider the case when 
+ and ei, E COJ(@. Then, using Theorem 5.5, 
where K and K1 are compact, and 
Now Jr is regular by Theorem 6. I, and multiplication by + is an automorphism 
in @(Q), so the result follows on applying Theorem 4.1. 1 
Theorem 6.3 includes the usual results for coercive forms (on letting r#= I 
and 8 = 0), and it also includes the following very general theorem when the 
leading coefficients are continuous. To see this, apply Theorem 2.5. Note 
however that Theorem 6.3 does not give the most general conditions under which 
a Dirichlet form with L, coefficients is Fredholm. 
THEOREM 6.4. If a = (au) is a properly elliptic matrix with aij E C(o), then 
the form J is Fredholm of index zero on &l(Q) x I@(Q). 
Expressed in terms of operators this theorem becomes: 
THEOREM 6.5. If a = (ajj) with aij E C(a), and if the operator A defined 
in Section Iis properly elliptic, then d dejkes aFredholm ap of index zero from 
Bya) to H-‘(Q). 
Proof. Apply Theorems 6.4. and 2.4, and note that when kl(Q)* is identified 
with H-‘(Q), then -4, = .4. 1 
Of course operators having discontinuous coefficients sa isfying theconditions 
of Theorem 6.3 can be handled in the same way. 
We can also regard J as an unbounded form in L,(Q) x L,(Q), and define 
its associated operator in L*(Q) as in [7]. Then, under the conditions of Theorem 
6.3, this operator, which can be seen to be A with domain {u E g’(Q) 1 Au E 
&z(Q;2)~~ is a densely defined unbounded Fredholm operator of index zero in 
L,(Q). 
7. NEUMANN PROBLEM 
We are now in a position toprove results on weak solvability of properly 
elliptic Neumann problems in plane regions. Theorem 7.3 is the main result 
of the paper, though the conditions on the coefficients are much more simply 
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expressed in Theorem 7.4, where the leading coefficients are assumed continuous. 
The forms J, J,, and Jo were defined in Section 1. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose Q C [w’ and Q satis$es the compactness property. 
If aij EL,(R) and 1 det a(x)1 >, h > 0 (a.e.), then the form j. is semi-Fredholm 
on Hi(Q)/@ x Hi(Q)/@ if and only if th e related form JO is semi-Fredholm on 
l?(Q) x Al(Q), and they haoe the same nullity, deficiency, and index. 
Proof. The matrix adefines anautomorphism inL(Q) @L,(Q). By Theorem 
5.4 the rows in the following diagram are exact. 
0 -- H’(Q)/C J+ L,(Q) @L2(D) __ -% Al(Q)* + 0 
1 
“Jo 8 
1t 
a-’ 
t 
AJQ 
0 t (H’(Q)/@)* z L,(Q) El L*(Q) z Ayq t 0 
Also the squares commute, where AJ0 and z4J0 are the operators a sociated with 
Jo and Jo. The result follows onapplying the inverse five-lemma, Theorem 3.1. 1 
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose Q C R2 and Q satisjies thecompactness property. If
1 det a(x)\ > X > 0 (a.e.), and (det a)-’ a = +a + 0, where aij EL@), Bij -= 
-Oji E C(Q), 4 and l/d E C(o), and Re W(a(x)) > K > 0 (a.e.), then the form J 
is Fredholm of index zero on S(Q) x H’(Q). 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6.2, it suffices to consider the case when 
4 and Bjj E CO*‘(o). Then 
where K and Kl are compact on Hl(S2) x Hl(S2) (by Theorem 5.5) and Jr is 
the bounded form on H’(Q) x H’(Q) defined by 
Now Jr is Fredholm of index zero on H’(O) x HI(Q) if and only if it has the 
same property when considered onP(G)/@ x W(Q)/~, and hence, by Theorem 
7.1, if and only if J’ is Fredholm of index zero on I?‘(Q) x Z?(Q), where 
Jr[u, V] = ((det(+a))-‘(4a)r Vu, 00). 
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That this is so follows from Theorem 6.2, because 
(det($a))-l(4a)r = cur -t +-lW. 
So /i is Fredholm of index zero, and, by Theorem 4. I, so is J. 1 
If it were not for the skew-symmetric term 8, a theorem similar tothe above 
could have been proved directly from the Lax-Milgram theorem without 
appealing to the inverse five-lemma. However, if the form is to correspond to 
general boundary conditions, such terms must be included. 
Recall that he invertability of a at the boundary is a covering condition. So 
the assumption that 1 det a(x)1 > h throughout 8 is too strong. In the next 
theorem this condition isinvoked only near the boundary. This liberalization 
is achieved by localizing, and applying Theorem 7.2 near the boundary and 
results on Dirichlet forms in the interior. We prefer to localize directly using 
forms than to convert our results oa priori estimates, localize, andthen convert 
back. 
THEOREM 7.3. Suppose Q C W with I2 satisfying thecompactness propert?, 
and G is an open subset of Iw” which contains bD. If the coeflcients of J satisfy the 
conditions f Theorem 7.2 on Q n G, and those of Theorem 6.3 on Q, then J is 
Fredholm. 
Proof. Let Q, , 52, ..., Q , denote finitely many connected open subsets 
of Q such that USZ, = D, Di C fin, and each Qi for i 3 2 is contained in G and 
satisfies thecompactness property. The proof that such sets exist is deferred to 
the Appendix. Let {$i 1 i = I,..., M} be a P(a) partition of unity with Q n sppt 
& C 52,) and let Ji be the restriction of the form J to H1(Qi) x EP(Qi) if i 3 2 
and to ki(Q,) x k’(Qi) if i = I. Consider the following diagram: 
A3 I t GlA,.=.d 
Hi(Q) * _yI, fi’(Q,) * E:, H’(&) * (PI .. @ H’(Q,,,) * 
The bounded map @ defined by G(U) = (&u,..., &u) has a left inverse W, 
because II u/I1 = II Z dju II1 < x 11 +i~ Ill . The map rd is Fredholm by Theorems 
6.3 and 7.2 and so has a left inverse &” modulo the compact operators. The ith 
component of Y is defined to be the adjoint of u m-&u, extended by zero to 
all of 9. The diagram commutes modulo the compact operators. To prove this, 
it suffices to show that the operators AJi& - (~#J~)*A~ arecompact for all i. 
That is, each of the forms K, defined by Ki[u, v] = Jj[&u, v] -J [u, &v] is 
compact on H’(Q) x W(Qj) if i 2 2 and on H’(Q) x &(Q,) if i = 1. This is a 
consequence of Theorem 5.5(i). Let A; = @‘MY. Then -4;A, = @id’ Y,& = 
I + K for some compact operator K. We conclude that A, is semi-Fredholm 
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with finite nullity. A similar argument shows that A: = tZ,, has finite nullity, 
where J*[u, V] = j[o, u]. So A, is Fredholm. 1 
This theorem includes the usual results for coercive forms when Re W(a) > 0 
(for then Re W((det a)-la) > 0 too). On the other hand, when the leading 
coefficients are continuous, itcan be expressed more simply in the following 
way, which makes it clear that it is a weak version of results onproper ellipticity. 
Note however that Theorem 7.3 does not give the most general conditions under 
which a form with L, coefficients is Fredholm on W(Q) x W(Q). 
THEOREM 7.4. Suppose Q C W and 52 satisfy the compactness property. If
a(x) is a properly elliptic matrix depending continuously on xE 0, which is non- 
singular for all xE bQ, then the form / is Fredholm on H’(Q) x HI(Q). 
Proof. apply Theorem 2.5 to see that the conditions ofTheorem 7.3 are 
satisfied. 1 
In order to express this result in terms of differential and boundary operators, 
we need to assume that Q E ~+-‘)*l ( as e ne m ec ion 1). Then the boundary d fi d S t’ 
space Hl”‘(bSZ) can be defined as in [9], and the trace map y: H’(Q) - Hl!*(bQ) 
is bounded, onto, and has kernel L@(Q). That is, 
is an exact sequence. By duality, 
is exact, where H-lc(bSZ) denotes the dual of Hli’(bQ). Even then, boundary 
operators cannot be defined from H’(Q) to Hpll”(bSZ), though they can be 
defined on the kernel of A as will now be shown. Note that j*Y* = 
-K’.: G L,(Q) + H-‘(Q), and that Green’s theorem can be used for smooth 
functions onQ E JVOJ. The operators A and B and the normal n were defined in 
Section 1. 
THEOREM 7.5. Suppose Q is a plane domain in N”J and that aij E C(o). 
If A is properly elliptic andB cozlers A, then B defines a Fredholm ap from 
{u E H’(Q) 1 Au = 0} to H-‘Q(bQ). 
Proof. Using Theorem 2.4 we see that the hypotheses of Theorem 7.4 are 
satisfied. So the operator associated with /, namely, -4, : H’(Q) - s(Q)*, 
is Fredholm. Consider the following diagram, where M(A) = {u E H’(Q) 1 
du = 0} and .X(A) = A(H’(SZ)) C H-l(Q). 
0 -- .,1 ‘(A) C_, H’(Q) L+ 22(;4) -- 0 
6 .4J i-l I; 
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Both rows are exact, and the second square is seen to commute on using the 
remark before the theorem. Using Theorem 6.5 on the Dirichlet problem one 
sees that d(A) is closed and has finite codimension i H-l(Q), so the embedding 
K is Fredholm. A unique operator B can be defined so that the first square 
commutes, namely, B = (Y*)‘A~,;,~(~)  where (y*)’ is a left inverse of y*. 
For if (j*)’ is a right inverse of j* such that (j*)‘(j*) + (y*)(y*)’ = I and if 
u E X(A), then 
(y*B - A,)u = (y*(y*)’ - I) A,u 
= -(j*)‘j*A,u 
= -(j*)’ kAu 
E 0. 
The notation B is reasonable, for if u E N(A) and v E H’(Q), then 
(Bu, yzq;> = (y*Bu, cl> = J[u, v] 
whenever Green’s theorem can be applied. 
Now apply the five-lemma, Theorem 3.2, to conclude that B is Fredholm 
between the spaces indicated. 1 
Of course operators having discontinuous coefficients sa isfying theconditions 
of Theorem 7.3 can be handled in the same way. 
We can also regard / as an unbounded form in L,(Q) x L,(Q), and define its 
associated operator in&(Q) as in [7]. Then, under the conditions of Theorem 7.3, 
this operator, which can be seen to be A with domain {u E Hi(Q) 1 A,u E&(Q)}, 
is a densely-defined Fredholm operator in L,(Q). 
We conclude this ection by noting that, if Q E X1+1, then Theorem 7.5 can 
be applied to any properly elliptic operator .dand normal boundary operator d 
which covers ~2, provided the coefficients are Lipschitz-continuous. F r, by 
Theorem 2.6, a sesquilinear fo m J can be found with associated operators 
rl = &’ and B = ~$99, where the multiplication operator CJ~ is an automorphism 
in H-‘l*(bQ). 
8. SOBOLEV SPACES ON STRONGLY LIPSCHITZ DOMAINS 
When considering differential operators defined on Sobolev spaces H”(Q) 
for s > I, we shall require that Sz be a curvilinear polygon as defined in the next 
section. Such domains belong to the class JV” 0.1 defined in the Introduction, r
in other words, are strongly Lipschitz domains. We develop now some theory 
concerning Sobolev spaces on such domains. 
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The following standard definitions areused. Ifs = 0, 1, 2,..., 
The closures of C,m(s2) and C=(Q) in P(Q) are denoted &(Q) and a(Q), 
respectively. A so
where 
H-“(Q) = (24 Eqq 1 II u/I+ < co}, 
If s is real, 
H’;(W) = u E LquP) 1 a EL1,Joc 
I 
(W, II uII3 = J I fi(5)12 (1 + I5 121S < @+ 
where fi denotes the Fourier transform ofu as defined in Hormander [4]. 
All of these spaces are Hilbert spaces under the natural inner-product. We 
follow Hormander’s lead in defining the additional Hilbert spaces 
and 
Eirs(Q = {u E H”( R”) j sppt(u) con>, 
AS(Q) = {u E H”( liP) /sppt(Cu) C 0, sppt(u) is compact}. 
The “extension byzero” operator E: L,(Q) + L2( R”) is defined by 
while R, denotes the restriction map from H”(iFP) to H”(Q) if s = 0, 1, 2,.... 
THEOREM 8.1. If s E (w and fi’ E J+‘-~,‘, then 
(i) ECoa(SZ) is dense in f%(Q); 
(ii) {u E CoZ( UP) 1 sppt(Vu) C G’} is dense in fil(o); 
(iii) f@(a) is a subspace ojcodimension N in B(o), where N is the number of 
bounded components ofFP - Q (also called the “number of holes in 52”); 
(iv) if s is an integer, H”(Q) is isomorphic to8+(a)* under the mapping 
u .-I U dejined by
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(v) if Y > s the embedding fir(o) C E@(D) is compact, and, if Y and s are 
integers, its adjoint is the embedding H-“(Q) C H-‘(Q), which is therefore also 
compact; 
(vi) ifs is an integer, the adjoint ofthe map 
is - $ : H-s(Q) + H-S-‘(Q); 
(vii) if k is the smallest integer satisfying k > 1 s 1, then multiplication by a 
C~-‘*l-function f defines a bounded operator in &@) whose adjoint, ifs is an 
integer, is the bounded operator fmultiplication by f in H-“(Q); 
(viii) fs = 0, 1, 2 ,..., R de$nes an isomorphism from @(A??) to l!P(Q) and 
from As(O) to A”(Q). 
Proof. (i) As Q E JV’, there xist open sets Q, ,..., Sz, such that Q C uQi, 
P-functions 4; with support in Qni and sum equal to one on D, and open balls Bi 
such that sppt(&) + EBB C sZi n Q for all E E (0, 1). For each i = I,..., K, 
let lcri E ECOx(Bj) with j #i = 1, and let #i’(~) = E-‘%/Q(E~~x). Then, if u E 88(Q), 
uic = 4: *(&u) E EC’,,“(QR, n Q), so u< = x ui6 EEC,m(Q), and, by Theorem 
2.2.10 of Hormander [4], uf 4 u in W’(W). 
(ii) Let ZI EAs(Q). If 52 has N holes, choose N functionsfj E C,*(W) such 
that fj z 1 on the jth hole and f, = 0 on the rest of W N Q. Now z’ is constant 
on the interior feach hole, say v = aj on the jth hole. Then u = v - C aj fj E 
As(o). So, if vt = u’ + z aj fj , where uz is defined as in (i), then ZJ~ E C,,~(UP), 
sppt(Ca<) C Q, and vE + v in W(W). 
(iii) The N functions fidefined in (ii) are linearly independent functions 
in88(o) which are not in E@(o), and H”(D) = span(fi8(g) U {fj 1j = I,2 ,..., N1). 
(iv) If s is negative, this follows directly from part (i) and the definition 
of H”(Q). Consider now the case when s > 0. 
The annihilator of &s(a) in H-“(W)* = HS(rW”) is fis( R” -Q), by (i). 
So Hs( Rw”)/Z?s(R~~ - Q) is isomorphic to fiP@)* under the mapping 
<,V> ..+ L-, where ,v,, is the equivalence lass containing z’, and I’(&) = svE7 
for 4 E C,X(Q). Moreover, the sequence 
0 + f&@p - Q) _‘, ff”([W”) “5 Hs(L’) ---f 0 
is exact, and R,q has a right inverse E, . This is the content of the extension 
sT;rns which hold for Q E Moe1 [9]. So H”(O) is isomorphic to H”(W)/ 
s n -Q) under the mapping u XU (E,u). Combining these two results we
conclude that Hs(Q) is isomorphic to 8-s(a)* under the mapping u ‘w CT, where 
U(E+) = 1 
ran 
(E,u) @ = Jo 4 
for $ E C,,=(Q). 
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(v), (vi), and (vii) These follow from well-known facts about Sobolev spaces 
[9] and duality. 
(viii) This is a consequence of parts (i) and (ii). 1
A reasonable d finition of H”(Q) for Q E M”,l and all real sis 
H”(Q) = {u E GZ(Q)I \(u, +>I < C (1 I@ 11~~ for all 4 E C,=(Q) and some C E R}. 
That this definition s equivalent tothose above when s is an integer is a con- 
sequence of parts (i) and (iv) of the theorem. However, we shall restrict our 
attention tothe case when s is an integer. 
THEOREM 8.2. If Q is a strongly Lipschitz domain in R2 and s = 0, 1, 2,..., then 
(i) the following sequence isexact: 
0 + HJ’l(Q)j@ J- H”(f2) Gl H”(Q) Z% fil-~(fq* - 0. 
(ii) C.: Hs(Q) @:i H”(O) - H”-l(Q) is onto. 
Proof. (i) Clearly ‘7 is one-one. That 0 has closed range is proved in 
the same way as Theorem 5.2, using the compactness of the embedding 
H”+‘(Q) C H”(Q). The remainder of (i) will follow by duality once we have 
shown that he following sequence is exact: 
The map EV is oneone, and the composite is zero, so it remains to be shown that, 
if zu, wp E 8+(Q) and %w,/&Y, + aw2/ax2 = 0, then there xists u E I?-@) 
such that &/ax, = wr and au/&, = -w, . By the Paley-Wiener theorem [4], 
the Fourier-Laplace transforms Gi of such functions wi are entire analytic 
functions satisfying 
and 
51w4 + 52~2vi) = 0, 
I tii(?Jl ,< C(1 -t I C I)“’ exp(M I Im C I), 
I I %(P)12 (1 + I 4 IY 4 -=c 00 
for some constants C,m, and M. So U(c) = -i&%,(<) = i{~%&(<) is entire 
and satisfies similar inequalities with -s replaced by 1 - s. Its inverse transform 
u has compact support and belongs to H1-s(R”) and so u E @+(@. Now 
au/ax, = w1 and au/ax, = -w, , so the proof is complete. 
(ii) The map 0: I-@-@)4 fi-$?) @ &s(@ is one-one with closed 
range as is proved in the same way as Theorem 5.2. So its adjoint is onto. 1 
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9. CURVILINEAR POLYGONS AND BOUNDARP SPACES 
We shall need a variant of Theorem 8.2 involving boundary spaces, and for 
this we will require more about the boundary of 9. A domain Q E Jlro*l will be 
called a polygon if bQ is a finite union of straight line segments, and, for s = 1, 
2 ,a.., an(s, 1)-curwi&zeur polygon if fi is the image of the closure of a polygon 
under a one-one CsJ-map .The maximal linear open segments of the boundary 
of a polygon 9 will be denoted rr , r, ,..., r,, , as will their images in the case 
of a curvilinear polygon. So bQ = U Pi . 
If .Q denotes an (s, I)-curvilinear polygon, with s = 1, 2,..., then Sobolev 
spaces H’(Fj) can be defined, provided 0 < T < s + 1, by mapping the ap- 
propriate spaces defined on open intervals, and the trace maps yj : F(Q) 4 
Hf-l/*(rj) arecontinuous for t = 1, 2,..., s + 1. If we define 
with 
H”flqA2) = {fc C(bQ) 1flTj E H”+‘iyr& 
llf ll:+l~* = 1 Ilf Ii-, II:+,,2 > 
then this pace is a Hilbert space, and by Corollaire 1.3 of [3], the trace map y 
maps iFP+l(bQ) onto P+‘p(bSZ). 
We need to consider the operator 
defined by n . yw = (n . yjw). This is continuous on an (s, I)-curvilinear 
polygon because ach component n, of the unit normal n belongs to Cs-‘*l(~j) 
for each j. 
THEOREM 9.1. If Q is un (s, 1)-curvilinear polygon, where s = 1, 2 ,..., then 
the following sequence isexact: 
I’“-‘(Q) = l(c9 fi,...,fm) E HS-YQ) 0 (OH”-1’2(rj))  $, v = 1 Jr, fjl* 
f 
Proof. The map EV is clearly one-one. Whenever V* appears in this proof, 
it denotes the dual of 0: fi1-8(@-+ &+(L?) @ &P(a) as in Theorem 8.2. 
Note that 
X(V*, n . y) = (w 1 j” w. E$ = 0 for all #J E P(Q), n ’ v = 01 
= A’(C., n . y). 
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by Green’s theorem. So 
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B?(EP~) = le Vu / 24 EHs+l(SZ), -f$ = 0 on hSZ/ 
= {c Vu 1 24 6 Hs+l(0), n . YE Vu = 0 on bB) 
= ,Y(V*, n. y) (by Theorem 8.2) 
= dV(V., n . y). 
Further, &?(V., n . y) C Y”-‘(Q), because, if w E H8(Q) @ H”(Q), then, by 
Green’s theorem, 
JQ V ’ W = C J n ’ YjW. 
rj 
We next show that 
n . y: {w E H”(Q) @ H”(Q) / V . w = 0} + @ Hs-l/z(rj) 
has closed range with codimension I. Consider the diagram below, where d/ds 
denotes differentiation with respect o arc length, and the components of bQ 
are denoted P, P ,..., rN+l. 
H”+‘(Q) GV l E VHs+l(Q) 
1 
Y 
1 
WY 
Hs+l/“(bQ) dlda, l(h) E OH”-“‘(rj) 1 r$rk Jr 
I 
fj = 0, k = I,.+., N + 11 
The square commutes, for 
n .r(c Vu) = n. y au 
( 
ih 
~ 
as, ’ -y ax, 1 = 1 (Y4. 
Also y is onto, and dlds maps onto the space indicated. So, by Theorem 8.2, 
n . y: {w E H”(Q) @ H”(B) 1V*w = 0} -+ @ Hs-llz(Tj) 
has closed range with codimension N + 1. Hence, recalling that V* maps onto 
fir-@)*, and using Theorem 3.3, we find that 
(V*, n . y): H”(Q) @ H”(Q) --+ l?-s(o)* @ (0 Hs-ll’(I’,)) 
also has closed range with codimension N + 1. Now &‘(V*, n . y) = M(V., 
n * r) and V. = -j*V*, where the map j defined by j: @-s(Q)--+c Rr-@) 
has closed range with codimension N. So (V., n . y) has closed range with 
codimension 1. We have already seen that W(V., n . y) C Ys-r(Q), so B(V., 
n . y) = J?r(sZ) and the theorem is proved. [ 
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10. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS IN SOBOLEV SPACES ON 
CURVILINEAR POLYGONS 
The correspondencebetweenfirst-order boundary valueproblems for an elliptic 
operator and Dirichlet problems for a related operator is indicated inTheorem 
10.1. It is then used to translate results ofGrisvard [3] on the Dirichlet problem 
to results onfirst-order boundary value problems. No attempt is made to obtain 
full generality. As before, we set 
Y”-l(Q) = i(v, fl)...) f+J6 H”-‘(Q) ($3 (OH”-1’2(rj)) ( J” v = x jr,fj/. 0 
THEOREM 10.1. Let s = 1, 2,. . Suppose Q is an (s, 1)-curvilinear polygon 
with boundary segments I’, and a = (aij) is a nonsingular matrix with aij E
C-(fin,. Then 
(V . aV, n . yaV): H”+l(Q)/@ ---f Ys-l(f2) 
is semi-Fredholm if and only if 
V . es-l ET: f~P+~(ll) n fil(f2) 4 H9-‘(f2) 
is semi-Fredholm, andboth operators have the same index. Moreover, if N is the 
number of holes in a, the nullities of the two operators do not dz#er by more than N, 
nor do the deficiences. 
Proof. Let j, : EP(LiL) 4c e(o) and b = l a-k. The following diagram 
commutes: 
HS+l(Q) n H’(L?) + H~fl(Q) n A1(Q) 
v+v 
1 1 
--O*bv 
H”-l(Q) <
jr-. 
Al-@) * 
Now a(j) = /3(jr,) = 0 and /3(j) = a(jF--,) = N. So V . bV is semi-Fredholm 
if and only if V*bV is, i(V . bV) = i(V*bV), and the nullities do not differ by
more than N. 
Moreover, V*bV is semi-Fredholm if and only if (V . aV, n . yaV) is, and 
has the same index, nullity, and deficiency, as is seen by appiying the inverse 
five-lemma to the following diagram. The rows have been shown to be exact 
in the last wo sections. 
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In [3], Grisvard indicates how to determine when an elliptic operator with 
smooth coefficients is Fredholm and what is its index, though he only explicitly 
determines these conditions for the Laplacian on a simple polygon. His result 
is the following. 
THEOREM 10.2. Let s = 1, 2 ,..., and suppose L? is a simple polygon with 
interior angles w1 , . . . , UJ,JE(O, rr) u (rr, 277)). Then the Dirichlet operator for the 
LQ~ZQC~QTZ, ‘V*: HS+l(Q) n I@(Q) + W-l(Q) is Fredholm if and only if r-%wj $ N 
for all j. If so, the operator isone-one with deficiency CyL1’ [n-lswj]. 
The square brackets denote the integer part. To translate his result to a 
theorem on the Neumann problem, apply Theorem 10.1 with a = 1, noting 
that n * ya’i’ = ii/&r, b = -I, and N = 0. 
THEOREM 10.3. Let s = 1, 2 ,..., and suppose Q is a simple polygon with 
interior angles uj and sides Tj . Then the operator 
is Fredholm if and only if n-lswj # N for all j. If so, the operator isoneone with 
deficiency Cj”=, [&swJ. 
&Lz consequence of Theorem 10.3 is that, if +swj $ !E for all j, then 
for all u E Hsfl(Q) and some constant C independent of u. Note that, as in 
Theorem 5.2, 11 Vu /Is is equivalent tothe quotient norm on EP+l(Q)/G. 
11. REGULARITY 
We prove a general theorem concerning regularity, andthen apply it to the 
specific results proved in Section 10. We also determine when weak solutions 
belong to HS+i(J2) for some s > 0 in the specific cases treated in Section 10. 
Doing this will help us understand the relationship between the results of 
Sections 7 and 10. No attempt o obtain full generality is made. 
Regularity results are equivalent toresults on the constancy of index. This 
can be seen using the following theorem, whose proof will be given in the 
Appendix. 
THEOREhf 11.1. suppose X0 , Xl , Y. , and Y, are Banach spaces with 
X1 C X0 and Y1 continuously, and densely embedded in Ye . Suppose A, is a bounded 
Fredholm operator f om X,, to Y,, and A, = A,, Ix, :X, + Y1 is bounded. Then 
Xl = d;‘( YJ if and only if A, is Fredholm and has the same index as A,, . 
so5/34/3-4 
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A straightforward consequence of this theorem and Theorem 10.3 is as 
follows. (There is an analogous result for the Dirichlet problem.) 
THEOREM 11.2. Let fz, tij ,and rj be as defined in Theorem 10.3, and suppose 
r and s are positive ntegers with r< s and w-lrwj 4 N. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(i) [n-?swjJ = [x-lrw,], j = I,..., m; 
(ii) if u E Hr+l(Q), Vzu E ZP1(.Q) and h/an lrl EfP1fl(I’,), j = l,,.., m, 
then u E w+‘(Q). 
Proof. Both statements are equivalent tothe statement that (cf, ;I/&) is 
Fredholm and has the same index from Hs+~(Q) to Ys-*(J2) asfrom H’+‘(52) to
Pl(J-2). 1 
We now determine conditions under which weak solutions ofthe Neumann 
problem are in Hs+l(Q) f or some s > 0. Analogous results for the Dirichlet 
problem are proved more simply. 
Associated with each boundary segment I’, of an (s, I)-curvilinear polygon Q, 
we define Sj : &(I’,) -+ I%‘(a) by 
Note that sj is the adjoint of 3/i :P(Q) +Ls(rJ. Recall that E denotes the 
“extension byzero” operator defined in Section 8. 
THEOREM 11.3. Suppose s is a positive nteger, andQ is an (s, I)-curvilinear 
poLyg~ with hurry segments Fi. The foZ~~~ diagram commutes, where 
e4 fl ,-**, fm)= EV - x Sjfj s 
eJ(L!) @ f@(a) v* l I+“@) 
T 
E@E 
t 
s 
IP(S2) @ H”(Q) (v7.my) )r Hy2) @ (@H”-l’“(rJ) 
Moreover, S is one-one with dense range. 
Proof. Suppose w E W(0) @ Z-P(Q) and 6, E Cam( IfP). Then 
*<v.(Ew, , Em,), +> = -j (Ew, , Ew2) . %$ 
W” 
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Therefore, 
V.(Ew, EwJ = EV . w - x Sjn ’ yjw. 
i 
So the diagram commutes. Clearly S has dense range, for it contains EC,“(Q). 
To verify that S is one-one, suppose that Ew - x Sjfj = 0. In particular 
<Ev - x Z$ fj, E+> = 0 for all 4 E CsE(Q), so v = 0. So it suffices toshow 
that the map from @ L,(rj) --f &-l(a) defined by (fi ,..., f,,,) A.. x Sjfj 
is one-one. This follows from the fact hat its adjoint, y:H’(O) 4 @L2(rj) E 
Lz(b.R), has dense range H1’2(bQ). m
THEOREM 11.4. Let s = 1, 2 ,..., and suppose l2, wj , and rj are defked as in 
Theorem 10.3. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) wj < s&7 for all j; 
(ii) ;f u E H’(Q) and 
for some v E H”-l(l2) and f, E HS-1!2(rj), andfor all w E H’(Q), then uE HSfl(Q), 
z1 = V”u, and fj = &j&r lr, .
Proof. The form /[u, w] = j (&/&q)(&~/&~) is Fredholm of index zero on 
W(Q) x W(Q). Its associated operator, considered asa map from Hi(S2) to 
fi-l(fi), s -V . (E @ E)C, so this map is Fredholm of index zero. The diagram 
below commutes by Theorem 1 I .3. 
Hi(Q) J+ L*(Q) 0 L&2) T.fE@E) l fEl(Q) 
” 
1 
” 
f T 
s 
H”+l(G’) 2 H”(Q) @ H”(Q) - H”-‘(Q) @ (@H+l’“(rJ). 
By Theorem 10.3, the composite of the operators inthe bottom row is Fredholm 
of index zero if and only if wi < s&r for all j. The result follows on applying 
Theorem 11 .l (with S regarded as a dense embedding). 1 
Note that statement (ii) of this theorem does not hold for any s >, 3, as a 
polygon cannot hen satisfy wj< s-k for all j. We shall not investigate curvi- 
linear polygons which could satisfy such conditions. 
12. QUASI-LINEAR OPERATORS 
We shall now prove anonlinear version of the inverse five-lemma. In doing so, 
we shall allow the spaces to be Banach spaces defined over either the real or 
complex field. 
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THEOREM 12.1. Suppose bounded linear maps S, , S, , T1 , and T, are defined 
between Banach spaces a shown below so that he TOWS are exact and a(&) and 
and W( TJ are complemented. Suppose that C is a (nonlinear) homeomorphism a  
shown, and that Co = T,CS, and C, = S,PT, . Then Co is a homeomorphism 
if and only if C, is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. Since B(S,) and %‘(TJ are complemented, there exist operators 
S; : Xi - X,, , Si : X, - Xi , Ti : Y, ---f I i ,and T;1 :Yr - Ya which satisfy 
S,S; = I, $3, + S,S; = I, T;T, = I, and T,Ti + T;T, = I. Assuming CO 
is a homeomorphism, then 
Indeed, 
C.;’ = T;C(I - S,C,-‘T,C) S; .
C,C,1 = S,C-lT,T;C(I - SIC;lTIC) S; 
= S,C-‘(I - T;T,) C(I - S,C,-‘T,C) S; 
= SJ.; - S,S,C,-lT,CS; 
- S,C?T;T,CS; + S,C-lT;( T,CS,) C,-‘T,CS; 
The verification hatC;‘C, = I is similar. 1
This theorem leads to a relationship between quasi-linear Di ichlet problems 
and quasi-linear Neumann problems. We indicate such a result without dis- 
cussing the hypotheses in detail. 
THEOREM 12.2. Let 1 < p < cc and q = p(p - 1)-l. Suppose that Q is a 
simply connected domain in R2 which is nice nough that he rows in the diagram 
below are exact and the gradient operators appearing there have complemented 
ranges. Suppose that a: L, @L, 4 L, @L, is a (nonlinear) homeomorphism with 
inverse b.DeJitze -4, :IV>/@ - (W;/@)* and A? I$‘; + (I@:)* by 
and 
cA,u, r) = Jo[u, v] = (a(Vu), TV), u, v E W,ll@ 
<A”u, v) = /O[u, v] = (-Ebs(Ou), Vv), u, v E &‘. 
Then .4, is a homeomorphism f and only if A0 is a homeomorphism. 
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Proof. Apply Theorem 12.1 to the diagram: 
0 - W,l/@ 5 pQ,* - 0 
4 
1 
ot(w,l/@)* aLo @L, 
Of course this theorem does not apply to the mean-curvature operator, whose 
bilinear fo m is 
Jo[u, w]= Jo (1 + / Yu le}-rjn Vu .Go. 
The form associated with it by such a correspondence would be 
JO[u, w] = s, (1 - j vu ja}-r/a cu .cc. 
It may be interesting o consider whether such a relationship could be used to 
study either quation. 
13. APPENDIX 
The Appendix contains those proofs which have been deferred. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Suppose a is elliptic butnot properly elliptic. Thatis, 
0 E (co V(a)) - V(a). So th ereexist~,~~WandO<X<lsuchthat~~~=l, 
1 n 1 = 1, and (1 - .A)(a& p) + X(aq, n) = 0. The vectors g and n are linearly 
independent, for otherwise we would have g = &n and consequently (a& 5) =0, 
contradicting he ellipticity of a. Let 7r and ~a be the roots of 
1 %j(tj + T7)j)(‘ti + T7)i) = O 
for this choice of 5 and q. That is, or and 72 are the roots of 
T2(arl, q) + das, 5) + W, 4 - A(1 - 4-l (a?, 4 = 0 
and hence satisfy ~~7s = ----;\(I - X)-l < 0. We conclude that 7r and us are 
in the same half plane. 
To prove the converse, uppose that ais properly elliptic andthat 5and r) are 
a linearly independent pair of vectors inR n. Choose xE @ such that Re V(za)>O. 
For 0 < t < 1, define g(t) and q(t) tob e a linearly independent pair of vectors 
depending continuously on t such that g( 1) = P, n( 1) = n, and S(O) and n(O) are 
orthonormal. A so define a(t) = (1 - t)z-ll + ta, so that, for all t E [0, 11, 
Re V(za(t)) > 0, and, in particular, 0 $ V(a(t)). Theequation 
x a(t)ij(Kt)j + T17(t)j)(E(t>i + Td ) ) = O 
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has no real roots for any t E [0, 11, and, as t varies from 0 to 1, varies continuously 
from a-‘( 1+ T?) = 0 to p(g, n, T) = 0. Now a-l(l + P) = 0 has exactly one 
root with positive imaginary part, and so the same is true of p(g, YJ, T) = 0. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. By the proper ellipticity of a(x), for each x EQ there 
exists Z(X) E C N (0) such that Re V(Z(X) a(x)) > 1. By continuity, Re V(Z(X) 
a(r)) > 1 for all y sufficiently earX, so, by the compactness of 8 we can cover 
D by finitely many open sets Gr ,..., G such that, for suitable ziE C N {0}, 
Re V(z,a(x)) > 1 for all x E Gi n 0. Define YE C(a) by 
Y(x) = 
1 zi dist(x, Q - Gj) 
x dist(m, 0 - GJ ’ 
Then Re V(!P(x) a(x)) > 1 for all N ~0, and, in particular, 1 Y 1 > 0 on a. 
As C-(G) is dense in C(D), there xists $ E C”(o) such that Re V(+l(x)a(x) > I 
for all xE a. That is, by Theorem 2.1, Re W(+l(~) as(x)) > 1 for all x~0. 
By choosing 8 such that eii = -0,, E Cz(@ and 8 - (a - a”) is sufficiently 
small, and letting a = +-‘(a - e), we find that 
Re W(a(x)) = Re W(@las + +-‘(a - as - 0)) 
31 
as required. m
In order to fill the gap in the proof of Theorem 7.3, we need the following 
result. 
THEOREM 13.1. If Ql and Q2 satisfy the compactness property, then so does 
Q 1 u Q, . If moreover bsZ, n b.Q, = 4, then Q = .Ql n 52, also satisfies the
compactness property. 
Proof. The proof or unions is straightforward. We just consider intersections. 
From bQl n bQ, = 4, it follows that Di n oa C Q, u Sz,  for both statements 
are equivalent to!?i n ( IIP - Q,) n if& n (W - 52,) = 4. Let+? E Cam(Qj) such 
that+,++, = 1 onoinDz. Now let (Q be a bounded sequence in Hi(Q). 
Then (+& are bounded in P(Q) for j = 1,2. Extend &uk by zero to the 
remainder of 52, and &uk by zero to the remainder of 9, . Then (&u,,J is bounded 
in ZP(Qa) and ($a~~) is bounded in Hl(Qi). There exists a subsequence (+) 
such that (+i+) is convergent in La(&) and (&z+.) is convergent inLa@?,). So, 
on restricting to Q and adding the two sequences, we find that (uk,) is convergent 
in La(Q). We conclude that Hi(Q) is compactly embedded in L,(Q). 1 
Proof of Existence ofSets Used in Theorem 7.3. Let U be the union of a 
finite collection of open balls lying within G which contains all points of 0 
within adistance E of bQ for some E > 0. By the previous result, U satisfies the
compactness property, and, since bU n bQ = 4, so does U n Q. Let Qa , 
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52 3,..., Q, denote those connected components of U n Q which meet the set 
S = {x E Q 1 dist(x, bQ) = &}. (W e can suppose S # 4.) The collection of 
such sZi s finite due to the compactness of S. Each 52, satisfies thecompactness 
property. If2~ EQ and dist(x, bSZ) < &, then, since Q is connected, there is a 
curve 0in J2 from x to S. Let y be the first point along (T in S. Then that part of 
the curve (T joining x to y lies within U n Q and so y E 52, for some i. Hence 
XEL$. It follows that UE, sZi 1 {x E 52 1 dist(x, bQ) < &}. On letting Q, 
denote aconnected open set satisfying {z EQ ( dist(x, 6Q) > &} C Q, C o1 C Q, 
we have constructed a finite collection of connected open sets a, , Qz ,..., 52,, 
such that U sZi = Q and each Qi for i > 2 is contained in G and satisfies the
compactness property. 1
The following lemma will be used in proving Theorem 11.1. 
LEMMA. Let Y, and Yl be Banach spaces with Yl continuously anddensely 
embedded in Y,, .If W, is a closed linear subspace with finite codimension B in YO , 
then WO n Yl is aclosed subspace with codimension p in Yl . 
Proof. A linear subspace Z of dimension /3 can be chosen in Y1 such that 
Y0 = W, 0 Z(where @ denotes the Banach space direct sum). See, e.g., Lemma 
IV.2.8 of [2]. Then Y1 = (W, n Y,) @ Z, and the result follows. 1
Proof of Theorem 11.1. We shall show that the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) X, = A;l(Y,); 
(ii) J(r(A,) = &-(A,) and A,(X,) = il,,(X,,) n I; ; 
(iii) A, has closed range, ar(A,) = or(A,) and /3(A,) = /3(A,); 
(iv) A, is Fredholm and i(A,) = i(A,). 
It can readily be checked that (i) implies (ii). To prove the converse, let 
u E ,4$(Y,). Then A,u E &(X0) n Y1 = A,(X,), so there exists ZI EX1 such 
that A,(u - V) = 0. Since JV(A,) = M(A,), u - u E X1 , so u E X1 . It follows 
that ;2$( YJ C X1 . Clearly X1 C A$( E;), so X1 = A$( Y1) as was to be shown. 
To see that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent, ote first that, under either assumption, 
A, has closed range. Now M(A,) C JV(A,). So a(A,) < ol(A,,) with equality 
holding if and only if Jlr(A,) = J’“(A,,). Further, 
K%) = codi~G%(XoN (in YCJ 
= codim(A,(X,,) n Yl) (in Y1) (by lemma) 
< codim(A,(X,)) (in Yd 
= R-4,)* 
with equality holding if and only if rZ,(X,) = -4,(X,,) n Yl . 
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Clearly (iii) mplies (iv). To conclude, we assume (iv) and prove (iii). Note 
again that ar(A,) < or(A,) and /3(/I,,) < /3(/l,). So i(A,) < i(A,) with equality 
holding if and only if ol(A,) = or(A,) and /?(A,,) = /I&4,). 1
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